TICKER to Print College Poll

COLLEGE POLL, the first definitive nation-wide poll of college and university students on a continuous, in-depth basis, will start Tuesday in the Ticker. Compiled from personal interviews of 1,500 students on more than 80 college and university campuses around the country, the results of the poll will be released on a weekly basis, exclusively in the Ticker.

The new feature will be produced by the Greenwich College Research Center, a professional polling concern that has polled college and university students and compiled results for the past two years. It is their desire to contribute to the ongoing nationwide discussion on college issues.

According to published figures, the Gallup and Harris Polls rely on about 1,500 interviews from a population of 200,000,000. Since modern polling practices are based partly on the mathematical laws of probability and partly on the behavior of test subjects, the results are considered to be "safe," as there is a high degree of accuracy only if the sample is representative of the country.

According to published figures, the Gallup and Harris Polls rely on about 1,500 interviews from a population of 200,000,000. Since modern polling practices are based partly on the mathematical laws of probability and partly on the behavior of test subjects, the results are considered to be "safe," as there is a high degree of accuracy only if the sample is representative of the country...

The New Business Curriculum Proposal

A new Business Curriculum calling for a great deal more freedom and flexibility will be presented to the faculty on Wednesday. The proposal from the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee was approved at the group's meeting on Wednesday afternoon and will be presented to the faculty on the curriculum committee.

The council's response was overwhelmingly favorable. President of the Greenwich Col-

The student body wants a first...
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**HO-HO, HO-HO**

By JOEL SEIDNER

We have lost a friend in David Bateman, Freshman, and others who have not yet taken Accounting 101 will never know of his loss because David Bateman is out of the curriculum. Let me explain.

Practically set number one, formerly given in Accounting 101, was the books of a proprietary firm, owned in whole by one David Bateman, an individual involved in a trading company. Because it was renowned among IRS circles for its consistently erroneous books, But Bata had a cop out. Whenever he was called down to explain, he would say something like, “I stayed up all night and couldn’t finish it,” or “I didn’t know it was due today,” or “The guy I copied from had it right, and how can I be wrong?” Yes, we lost a friend when we lost David Bateman.

(To the Tune of “Ruby Tuesday”)

**Goodbye David Bateman,**
Who could pin a net income on you?
When you change with every worksheet,
You bet we won’t miss you.

We knew that one before us it did better,
And that we’d get it right if we’d copy it to the letter.
So we’d ask ourselves,
We’re a copy could be found,
And one long night,
We’d write and write.

**Goodbye David Bateman,**
We’ll keep up that net income on you!

When you change with every worksheet,
When will they get rid of set number two.

In response to student demands, David Bateman will be replaced by Goodman and Gateway. Read on.

On May 30, Memorial Day, Goodman and Gatebury began the bankruptcy with an investment of ten shovels, one-hundred board feet of knotty pine, and working capital of Farenheit.

Friend, dead man died and his will stated that his burial be handled by Goodman and Gateway. Make the entry for the good will.

One June 4 G&G bought three slightly warm Cadillac limousines from Harry the Fence. Make the entry debiting miscellaneous expenses, vouchers missing, and credit Petty cash. The cars cost Harry five years and G&G $2,000 a piece. On June 8 a mortician working for the firm found $500 in cash in the pocket of a dead man. He pocketed that. We’re a copy could be found.

We’re a copy could be found.
One long night,
We’d write and write.

**Goodbye David Bateman,**
We’ll keep up that net income on you!

When you change with every worksheet,
When will they get rid of set number two.

The Future Beckons

The Baruch College has moved into the dawn of collegiate curricular change. We are both shocked by the rude awakening that came swiftly with the change in the program, but we also believe that this flexibility will also provide stimulus to the economy.

We believe that under this proposed curriculum business students will be able to make the programs more relevant to themselves, and that the flexibility will also provide stimulus to the faculty to see that courses are both meaningful and relevant in light of changing society.

Especially farsighted is the curricular committee proposal—saving the students curriculum. The option of taking advantage of the new liberalized program. Almost every student should be able to increase the number of free electives he can take by transposing to the new plan.

We call on the student body to talk about the plan with their teachers and especially their students.

Thecurriculum...
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We were asked to write the best education possible.”

Bob Berman, Council Vice President for Educational Affairs called on faculty to take to the next few days to discuss the program.

Curriculum...